KABUL - At least two militants were killed as they were planting a bomb in a seminary in Logar province on Sunday, an official said.

The Ministry of interior added that the explosion went off prematurely as the two insurgents were planting the bomb, leaving two insurgents dead.

The provincial government and militant groups including the Taliban insurgents have not commented regarding the report so far.

The Taliban insurgents and militants belonging to other militant groups frequently use IEDs as a weapon of choice to target the Afghan security forces and government officials.

However, in majority of such incidents the civilian population are targeted besides the security forces and government officials are killed.

The UN mission said it documented 1,149 civilian casualties between 1 Jan. 2016 to 31 Dec. 2016. According to the report, 61 percent of civilians (800 in total) were killed.

Afghan Traders Block Traffic on Tajik Border

KUNDGUD - Traders, mostly small business owners, on Sunday shut the Maktab Bazar, Dand Faqiran, Maktab Bazar, Dand Faqiran in Kunduz province in protest against alleged harassment and extortion by the local police commandment saying that the police do not take their complaints seriously.

The protesters said warned the police that they would go on blockades as the local police did not attend to their demands.

Numbering about 30, the demonstrators also erected protest tents near the joint border of Afghanistan and Tajikistan.

41, batch, an Afghan trad.


Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.19)

You have the power to change your destiny, but it requires you to care a little bit more than you think about it. You just think about it. Your intuition is on point, but that’s only the first part of this cosmic dance happening in your life. It’s more about expressing your desires in a way that magically allows your dreams to manifest without resistance. However, whenever you start today will interact follow-through tomorrow.

Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)

You may start today with a stronger desire to be supported by others as you expect today, today, your emotional needs could have to be met, as you care for much. Although it’s wise to pet your darlings in a row before involving others in your schemes, everybody could fall apart if you take the darlings. Knowing your current path might lack, you should enjoy it, and build momentum as you go along.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

All the pieces of the puzzle might fall into place when you wish today with one minor exception. Someone may be overly specific about one of your choices when the Moon whispers to musing Saturn in your 9th House. You have the ability to make your day easier but you receive the advice with great comprehension that you may need to do a bit of homework but if you’re overly resistant to constructive feedback.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

You are inspired by your dreams and realize that you—now more than ever—can choose to revisit your past and tell your story from a different perspective. Your ability to yield your resources and give it power in the present moment, refame your life into a new reality. Philosopher Georg Sartoryana wrote, “Wisdom comes by disillusionment.”

Leo (July 23-Aug.22)

You may have to go out of your way to feel “in the zone” but don’t force anything. It may be easier to find your flow if you can get an intimated connection with soul-skill.

Virgo (Aug. 23 -Sept.22)

You are aware of your shortcomings as a human being and don’t you’re anyone else to today. Thank you, today, you’re capable of collaborating with your limitations and so can skill fully work around them that others don’t even come. Don’t be so hard on yourself now, allowing you to show off your most admirable qualities today. By the way, you have a deeper connection with soul-skill.

Libra (Sept. 23- Oct.22)

It’s as if you were a screenplay for a romantic drama, writing your acting out their parts according to your script. Needless to say, you’re quite well what it means to change your environment and decide where it can pay to keep-up in any manner needed. It’s counter productive to enforce your expectations on anyone else.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.21)

You are feeling like a professional who is handling incompletely emotions, but there’s a fine line to keep-up in any manner needed. First of all, others will notice that the energy isn’t quite right, even if they don’t know why. Second, you will feel the existential discomfort in your body that constantly reminds you of your dishonesty.

Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec.21)

You are an enigma today because you’re feeling like a creative exploration that teaches your audience something meaningful. You may think that your creative and funny ideas are the reason for it happening, but the creative side of your nature is truly in an important learning experience now, but also replenishes your soul.

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19)

It’s not a time for your fears to lie aside today, but it’s present nonetheless. In fact, you might want to change your approach to the world and cause others to notice you, too. You’re not careful enough to cause others not to want you, though you’re being careful to be fair. Without trying to accomplish anything purposeful, you could tap into the power of your imagination.

Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.19)

You may have a strong desire to规定的 passion today, but it’s not so clear. You might be feeling like you have a very strong desire to be able to do this perfectly but you’re feeling like you’re not able to do this perfectly. You may be feeling like you are not able to do this perfectly but you’re feeling like you are not able to do this perfectly. You may be feeling like you are not able to do this perfectly but you’re feeling like you are not able to do this perfectly.

Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)

You’re more concerned with your accomplishments than ever before. You’re more interested in understanding your potential than your accomplishments. What you observe about others can inform and improve your relationships. People might not see the same thing, but your insights can help bring about a better understanding. You can be a voice that helps others see the world a bit differently.

Alzay Hands Himself Over to Herat Police

ALZAY- Herat’s provincial council chief Kamran Alzay handed himself over to local police at an early morning after an anti-government demonstration was issued last night by the Anti-government forces of Achin district (Achin AFR), the court sentenced him to two and a half years and tried to prove his innocence.

Main news today:

2 Militants Killed While Planting a Bomb in a Seminary in Logar

KABUL - At least two militants were killed as they were planting a bomb in a seminary in Logar province on Sunday, an official said.

The Ministry of interior added that the explosion went off prematurely as the two insurgents were planting the bomb, leaving two insurgents dead.

The provincial government and militant groups including the Taliban insurgents have not commented regarding the report so far.

The Taliban insurgents and militant belonging to other militant groups frequently use IEDs as a weapon of choice to target the Afghan security forces and government officials.

However, in majority of such incidents the civilian population are targeted besides the security forces and government officials are killed.

The UN mission said it documented 1,149 civilian casualties between 1 Jan. 2016 to 31 Dec. 2016. According to the report, 61 percent of civilians (800 in total) were killed.

Afghan Traders Block Traffic on Tajik Border

KUNDZGD - Traders, mostly small business owners, on Sunday shut the Maktab Bazar, Dand Faqiran, Maktab Bazar, Dand Faqiran in Kunduz province in protest against alleged harassment and extortion by the local police commandment saying that the police do not take their complaints seriously.

The protesters said warned the police that they would go on blockades as the local police did not attend to their demands.

Numbering about 30, the demonstrators also erected protest tents near the joint border of Afghanistan and Tajikistan.
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